DOINK GREEN SCREEN APP
PART 1:
CREATING THE BACKDROP

1. The bottom layer will be your background. Select an existing image or video from the camera roll or capture new ones with the camera.

2. Select “Image” to use a picture from your camera roll.

3. After selecting “camera,” to take a new photo or record a video, select the red button to capture media. Toggle between “video” and “image” as needed.

4. Save the video to the camera roll.

The yellow bar with the cameras on it is a placeholder.

DOINK GREEN SCREEN & ANIMATION APPS
PART 2:
ADDITION LAYERS & ANIMATION

1. The second, or middle, layer will be your subject. Select an existing image or video from the camera roll or capture new ones with the camera.

2. The third (or top) layer is where an animated prop could be added.

3. When you are satisfied with your video, upload it, save it to the camera roll, and export your video.

To move or change the size of your animation, select the top layer in the timeline below, and then pinch, spread, or drag it on the canvas.

Select a source:

Camera Video Image Do Ink

Select a source:

Video Image Do Ink

Export your video...

Save Medium (320p)
Save Large (540p)
Save HD (720p)

Export your video...

Save Medium (320p)
Save Large (540p)
Save HD (720p)

To move or change the size of your animation, select the top layer in the timeline below, and then pinch, spread, or drag the image on the canvas.

TIP: If you have access to a projector, you may also upload animations that you’ve saved to your Google Drive or Dropbox via the DoInk Animation App.

TIP: You can adjust the audio level for videos.
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